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Truth2RenewHearts Publishing is a Christian writing & 

self-publishing consultancy that provides leaders in business, ministry,

education, and corporate with customized

Done-For-You publishing services, so their high-value message is

transformed into a highly distinguished publication.

 

Recognizing your position as a multi-faceted leader, we know that you

have a demanding schedule and you value time-freedom. 

 

Understanding this, our team of experienced professionals handle all the

intricate details of the self-publishing process for you, relieving you of the

need to learn or navigate the complexities of publishing. As we execute

behind the scenes, you will be in position to continue fulfilling your current

roles and responsibilities with excellence, while you also prepare to add

published author  to your name.

 

About
Us 



Congratulations on taking the next step toward amplifying your message and increasing your impact by publishing your
book and leveraging the power of your story and expertise.

Truth2RenewHearts Publishing is committed to working alongside you to provide done-for-you self-publishing services so
you can release a professionally designed product that complements your powerful message. We serve leaders who have a
valuable message that promotes personal development, spiritual growth, inspiration, and transformation. 

As a self-publishing consultancy and partner, we recognize publishing a book can be a tedious process for first-time
authors. Our goal is to eliminate the guesswork by executing for you and alongside you to ensure you birth your book
strategically with peace of mind, confidence, and joy. 

Our team of experienced professionals handle all the intricate details of the self-publishing process for you, relieving you of
the need to learn or navigate the complexities of publishing. What distinguishes Truth2RenewHearts Publishing from other
companies is that we execute behind the scenes on your behalf so you can continue to fulfill your current roles and
responsibilities with excellence, while you also prepare to add published author to your name and retain 100% of your
intellectual property and 100% of your book royalties. 

On behalf of the Truth2RenewHearts Publishing team, we look forward partnering with you to become an impactful,
profitable, published author.

Yours In Service,

Teresa Renee Hunt, M.Ed
Truth2RenewHearts Publishing
An imprint of Truth2RenewHearts Enterprises, LLC 

Dear Author,



You will have a personal project manager to oversee the execution of your

publication from start to finish 

 

Our publishing team will transform your manuscript into a high-quality book that

will hold its own next to any traditionally published book. 

 

You retain 100% of your book royalties and revenue

 

As the author, you maintain 100% of your intellectual property and publication

rights.   

 

When you choose to hire us, you are working with a team of professionals whom you

have shared Christian values with and will care for your work with great detail and

excellence.

The Benefits of Working With Our Team



 Done-For-You
Our team executes behind the scenes, taking care of the intricate details

of the self-publishing process for you.

BookPub l i sh i ng



Your manuscript will be

thoroughly reviewed by a

live editor. Editor will clarify

meaning, eliminate jargon,

and polish language while

maintaining your personal

voice and style. It includes

suggestions for word choice,

review of paragraph

structure, and sentence

flow. Two rounds of editing

and proofreading included. 
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DESIGNING
Make an exceptional first
impression! Your book
deserves to represent you, your
message, and your brand with
excellence. You are not an
amateur and your book
shouldn't present that way
either.

Captivate your target
audience and attract new
opportunities with a beautifully
designed custom book cover
that displays professionalism
and gives you a competitive
edge.

FORMATTING
A well-designed and
formatted book is essential to
your accomplishment as an
author. With our professional
book formatting services your
manuscript will be print-ready
from the font size, word count,
page color, line spacing, page
number, paragraph breaks,
and everything that affects the
visual look of your book. 

PUBLISHING
You've done the writing. 
We do the publishing! Our
team will handle everything on
your behalf from copyright
registration, to ISBN
assignment, category and
search term input, creating
your author profile pages, and
publishing your book so it is
available on Amazon and
other major platforms online.
You'll receive book proofs and
your very first shipment of
books to sell!

OUR 4-STEP PROCESS

www.writereleasepublish.com



Birth My
Book

Print & Kindle Book
 Industry standard book

preparation and 
 publishing

$5,350

Done-for You



Description of What is Included

Personal Project Manager 

Your personal project manager will oversee the completion of your book from start to

finish; ensuring all tasks, deliverables, and materials are delivered promptly and

developed to industry standards.

Birth Your Book® Expert Editing 

A LIVE editor (not AI) will perform two rounds of copy & line editing on your

manuscript so that your message is polished, the content is communicated clearly,

and the quality is exceptional. Readers won't be distracted by mistakes but instead,

they will be captivated by your message.

Custom Designed Interior Formatting

We turn your manuscript into a book that is print-ready. We take care of the layout,

font, spacing, margins, plus other details that factor into the legibility and appeal of

your content.



Description of What is Included

Stunning Custom Book Cover

First impressions are lasting impressions, so we develop and design a customized

book cover that attracts your ideal reader audience and compels organizations and

clients to work with you beyond the book.

Copyright Registration

You own 100% of your intellectual property. We take care of acquiring the copyright

for you in order to ensure your content is respected and protected.

ISBN Assignment

Your book deserves to stand out as credible and notable. A unique ISBN will

correspond to your work so that it can be recognized worldwide and distributed by

retailers for maximum exposure.

 



Description of What is Included

Author Profile Creation & Book Setup on Amazon KDP for Distribution

So that your book is published and made available for purchase online through

Amazon and multiple book distributers and retailers, we take care of the intricate details

of publication process for you. 

Printed Book Proof Mailed to you for Your Viewing Pleasure & Review

Hold your book in your hands for the very first time! Up until this phase, you've seen

pieces of your book on the computer screen, but now you'll get an up close and

personal experience of your book before anyone else!

Retain 100% Royalties

Unlike other companies, you will maintain 100% of your royalties. We publish, you

profit. 



Description of What is Included

Keyword & Category Search Assignment 

We will input search terms, words, and phrases in your book's metadata to increase

your book's visibility and chance of being seen by your ideal reader audience. 

Initial Shipment of Books (20)

You will receive your first shipment of books, so you can start selling right away!

Voxer Support 

Receive updates throughout the duration of the publishing process, ask questions, and

interact with your Project Manager quickly and easily through this walkie-talkie app so

you have real-time access to your publishing team.



Promotional Features
1:1 Book Launch Strategy Session

Launch your book with a strategic plan for visibility, magnifying your message,

connecting with your ideal reader audience, and generating revenue by leveraging

your book for multiplied impact.

Personalized Book Release Design 

Announce the release of your book with a high-quality, captivating, social media flyer

design that is custom made just for you.

Flyer Creation for Your Book or Brand

Create a unified and cohesive look for your book and personal brand with a custom

graphic you can use to attract readers and clients.

Flat lay images & Book Mockup of Print & Kindle Book

Increase your sales with high-definition book images & lifestyle photos featuring your

book publication.



Investment 
 

The investment for the Done-for-You Publishing Service is $5,350 

(or 4 of payments of $1,600). 

 

 We recommend the publishing process begin five months prior to the anticipated

book release date. The time frame for publication completion may vary but may not

exceed a six-month period of time. 

 

Author clients must provide their complete book manuscript, along with all front &

back matter, at the time of payment.

 

Note: The investment includes two rounds of editing for manuscripts up to 20,000

words. If your word count is beyond, the investment will be adjusted accordingly.

 Investment includes applicable sales tax. 



You must submit all elements of your book to commence the editing and

publishing process.  

As a client, you are expected to maintain communication with the Project

Manager in a timely manner.

You must include a professional head shot to be used on the back cover of

the book and on promotional graphics. Professional head shots must meet

design and pixel requirements.

The Truth2RenewHearts Publishing imprint will be displayed on the back

cover of published books.

You must schedule a Birth Your Book® Publishing Consultation in order to

get started.

 

 

 

 

 

Publishing Requirements
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Nicole Chamblin

Jaime Johnson

La-Aja Hernandez

I love my book cover and know if I had been left up to
my own devices, it would not have represented me as
well as it does. Teresa and her team are professionals
who guided me step-by-step from concept to printed

book on my shelf!

What I liked most about working with the
Truth2RenewHearts team is my Project Manager took her
time to walk me through each step and I felt like she and

the team cared for my book as if it was her own. 

Writing and publishing isn't easy, BUT this team made it as
smooth as it could be AND the final product was

something I was VERY HAPPY with. I especially appreciate
the promo graphics, and the promoting/marketing

strategies Teresa gave me.



Schedule Your
 Consultation

Get Started Today!

www.BirthYourBook.co/apply

https://calendly.com/truth2renewhearts/discovery-consultation?month=2023-08


 
Amplify Your Influence. Increase Your Income.

Multiply Your Impact.

www.BirthYourBook.co

info@truth2renewheartspublishing.com

Thank You 
for your interest in Truth2RenewHearts Publishing.

We look forward to partnering with you to 
Birth Your Book® 

T e r e s a  Re n e e  Hu n t ,  M .Ed


